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Sport & Recreation Pilot Overview  
The RSL NSW Strategic Plan 2021-26 proposes the introduction of a sport and recreation 
program as a means of growing membership and providing support to members and the wider 
veteran community. Priority initiative 3.8 states: 

After piloting, implement an inter sub-Branch sport, recreation, or other fun and engaging 
activities program, promoting activities that attract new members of all ages and ability. 

From 21 March 2022 through to 31 October 2022, RSL NSW completed a Sport & Recreation 
Program Pilot to test the viability of a sport and recreation program to increase the well-being of 
our members, as well as to attract potential new members to engage with their local RSL NSW 
sub-Branches.  

A total of 14 sub-Branches registered to participate in the pilot which was undertaken with sub-
Branches in the Lower North Coast and Eastern Metropolitan District Councils.  Competition 
structures tested in the pilot were purpose-built and designed in line with the latest research in 
Australian sport participation behaviour, as well as in consultation with members.  

Two frameworks were tested: 

• A multi-sport challenge ladder, with four sports and two recreation activities where sub-
Branches initiate a head-to-head challenge within an agreed activity. The winner takes 
the lead on the ladder.  

• A multi-sport and recreation activity participation competition, with 17 options to choose 
from, that offered a point per activity and bonus points for family inclusivity, veteran-
facing organisation collaboration (ESOs, businesses, etc.), and inclusion of 
neighbouring sub-Branches.  

The overarching goals of the pilot were to support veteran well-being through social connection, 
create an inclusive and supportive environment for veteran families, grow community 
connections with local businesses and veteran-owned businesses, and lastly, grow RSL NSW 
membership.  

Overall, the pilot was a success, accomplishing each of our four primary goals. As an outcome 
of all the positive results observed over the course of seven months, the pilot will be offered as a 
statewide program. 

Sport & Recreation Pilot Structure Detail 
During formation, the pilot relied on member consultation and research undertaken by ANZAC 
House to develop the types of sport and recreation activities that would be allowable under the 
competition structure, which was very useful in choosing and planning activity types. The 
AusPlay survey was reviewed and showed the most popular activities in the 18-55 age range 
are activities like walking, running, cycling, and yoga, all activities that can be done both as an 
individual or a team. Inclusive approaches can also be included to increase attendance and 
accessibility for members, such as varied lengths or start times of group walks. The latest 
iteration of the AusPlay survey continued previous trends with the increased popularity of 
sporting activities such as walking, and pilates, and decreases with team sports, consistent with 
the results of the pilot.  
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Of the two frameworks tested, the participation competition and the challenge ladder both 
contributed beneficial outcomes toward the program's goals and engaged members in different 
ways. The pilot demonstrated that the types of activities, times, and frequency that worked for 
different sub-Branches were unique. Additionally, feedback from members indicated high levels 
of support for a competitive structure.  

The multi-sport, point-based participation competition had a significantly higher number of 
activities completed and a much faster take-up rate from the beginning of the pilot.  

The multi-sport challenge ladder had a slower take-up rate but saw some success later in the 
pilot in the Lower North Coast District. The challenge activities were highly popular and received 
positive reviews from participants. It is expected that over time, particularly as membership 
increases fuel higher numbers for potential team formation in the challenge ladder, it is believed 
that we will see an exponential increase in this area in the future starting with those already 
engaged in the participation ladder.  

Sport & Recreation Pilot Activity Results 

Total activities: 110 
Average attendance per activity: 11 Range of participant numbers: 1 - 80 

LNCDC registrations: 
9 sub-Branches 

Peak activities in a 
month: 22 (September) 

EMDC registrations: 
5 sub-Branches 

Activity type in order of frequency 

1. Walking 
2. Group gym/Exercise Physiologist 

sessions 
3. Pilates 
4. Tennis/Badminton 
5. Snooker 
6. Walking football 

7. Darts 
8. Lawn bowls 
9. Golf 
10. Putt-putt golf 
11. Variety family activity day (lawn 

games) 
12. Performing arts (music) 
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Final leaderboards 

 

Member Feedback for the Pilot 
The majority of feedback gathered from members who participated in the pilot was overwhelmingly 
positive.  

At the start of the pilot, a 15-question baseline survey was conducted to measure the connectedness of 
members to one another, the connectedness to our wider veteran community, baseline physical and 
mental health, and feelings towards membership metrics. The same survey was completed at the end 
of the pilot. The second survey received 10 additional responses from the same distribution list. Here 
are the high-level results: 

Question March 22 October 22 Result 
Currently, I feel connected to my fellow 
sub-Branch members. 

49% strongly agree or 
agree 

73% strongly agree 
or agree + 24% 

Currently, I feel connected to other local 
sub-Branches and their members. 

8% strongly agree or 
agree 

38% strongly agree 
or agree + 30% 

Currently, I feel connected to my local 
veteran community and their family 
members. 

35% strongly agree or 
agree 

55% strongly agree 
or agree + 20% 

On a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being the 
best), overall, how would you rate your 
overall physical health? 

6.0 avg 6.5 avg 
+ .5 

On a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being the 
best), overall, how would you rate your 
mental health? 

6.8 avg 6.6 avg - .2 
*explored in 

a focus group 
Please complete the following 
statement. Currently, my sub-Branch 
participates in sport or recreation 
activities (e.g., golf, bowls, walks, art, 
etc)... 

30% quarterly or more 
frequent 

70% quarterly or 
more frequent 

+ 40% 
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In the last 6 months, your observations 
of membership are that... 

16% say growing 
52% staying the same 
33% declining 

49% say growing 
42% Staying the 
same 
9% declining 

+ 33% 
 

- 10% 
 

- 24% 
 

Member quotes from the end of pilot survey: 
 

• “This is a great program that is having a positive effect.” 
• “Please keep the Sport & Recreation going! It has done wonders for my mental health. It is fun, 

family friendly and I actually get out of the house.” 
• “Sport &Recreation is extremely important to our whole Subbranch for comrade and mental 

health issues. I believe the Sport & Recreation has to continue for the sake of our subbranch 
and our members. It is the most important thing that we have going on at the moment to help 
with socialisation, mental health, fitness, etc.” 

• “The program is one of the best initiatives RSL NSW has done.” 
• “An absolute winner for RSLNSW in its goal of younger new membership.” 

Member quotes from the duration of the pilot: 

• “The Sports & Recreation inception has great merits in looking to involve veterans & current 
service people, their families, and the community into indoor and outdoor activities.  This 
involvement will only assist in raising the profile of the RSL and the value we can bring and 
ultimately gain greater support for the RSL. Let’s keep striving ahead!!” - Malcolm Trowell, 
Maroubra sub-Branch 

• “What the Sport & Recreation Activities Pilot Program has meant (and still means) to me, as a 
District Council President, is an opportunity to help encourage the members of the sub-
Branches in our District to think ‘outside the square’ and go beyond our routine programs of 
Wellbeing, Donations, Commemoration & Routine Camaraderie.  The program is already 
providing new opportunities for us to socialize, get some extra exercise and socialise with other 
members and veterans outside our own sub-Branch.” - Brian Willey, President LNCDC.   

• “This program has reinvigorated our sub-Branch to the point of doubling our membership,” - 
Arthur Chapman, President Nabiac RSL sub-Branch.  

Positive Impact on Membership 
Membership data collected during the pilot period demonstrates the success of the Sport & Recreation 
Pilot.  
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The four graphs above compare the membership growth and average age of new members of the 
participating districts with neighbouring districts, which are assumed to be the most comparable. 
Sydney East includes the four districts along the coastline of metropolitan Sydney, designated Sydney 
East by the Department of Planning and roughly correlating with Sydney-based electorates deemed 
‘inner suburban’ by the Australian Electorate Commission, while North Coast compares the four districts 
along the NSW coastline from Newcastle to the Queensland border. 

Figures show that participating districts attracted more new members than comparable districts. The 
data also shows that the average age of new members in participating districts was younger than new 
members in comparable districts. One hundred and six new members under the age of 45 joined sub-
Branches participating districts during the pilot period, comfortably meeting the 12-month goal of 
increased membership as a result of the pilot.  

 

Key Learnings & Themes from the Pilot 
1. Develop a regular schedule of activities: Diversity in the cadence of activity based on 

regional/local ESO saturation: Metropolitan areas with a higher level of ESO activity saw more 
success with a monthly activity cadence over more remote areas with less ESO activity which saw 
success with a higher frequency of activity, such as weekly.  

 

2. Sub-Branch driven activities are the key to success: The pilot demonstrated high rates of 
success with sub-Branch led activities, as this creates local relevance, sustainability, and scalability 
and should be nurtured in a wider rollout. A grassroots-based approach is best due to the increased 
volume of offerings that can co-occur statewide. Volunteer sub-Branch Sport & Recreation 
Coordinators (SRCs), supported by resources and training from ANZAC House, were central to the 
success of the pilot and in place for every participating sub-Branch.  

These sub-Branch volunteers should be supplemented with volunteer leadership at the district level 
(DSRC). DSRC roles are essential to the program's scalability without a top-heavy approach in 
staffing at ANZAC House, alongside support and training led by the Sport & Recreation State 
Coordinator. This role could be supported in the future by the paid District Coordinators if rolled out. 

3. Survey your community to plan relevant activities: It was also identified that sub-Branches that 
commenced a sport and recreation program by surveying their membership enjoyed faster adoption 
and higher attendance in the early stages of the pilot. These two factors of local leadership and 
understanding local needs combine to create a more successful, sustainable pathway to sport and 
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recreation in the veteran community. This approach contrasts with the practices of other ESOs in 
this environment. The activities are born in the community, led by the community, and therefore 
have long-term viability as they are not being facilitated at a state level. 

In addition to sustainability, a localised approach creates the ability for a variety of activities to co-
occur on the same day in different areas, as evidenced in the pilot. This, in turn, sets RSL NSW 
apart from the common strategy represented by other ESOs that operate in the sport and recreation 
space creating a competitive advantage on local relevance, increased attendance, and sustainable 
organisational leadership. Other ex-service organisations operate sport and recreation programs in 
local communities but report low attendance numbers at events potentially due to a lack of 
membership base and a disconnect to what is locally relevant. These ex-service organisations 
generally rely on paid staff to implement these programs.  

4. Family inclusivity is important: Family involvement is highly important and is the key to 
increasing veteran involvement in activities. From the outset, the pilot encouraged participating sub-
Branches to host family friendly activities, consistent with RSL NSW-commissioned research 
received in December 2021. Bonus points for family friendly activities were included in the points 
structure for the participation competition. Survey feedback pointed to the importance of continuing 
to provide family friendly options. Activities with the highest attendance all had family inclusivity in 
common, especially events held on the weekend or through school holidays. 
 

5. Work together for the win: Collaborative planning among participating sub-Branches began in the 
final months of the pilot and resulted in more cohesion among sub-Branches in the metropolitan 
area. It is advisable for sub-Branches in close proximity to work together instead of competing with 
one another and identifying opportunities for collaboration and coordination. This also encourages 
planning ahead of time for key periods throughout the year that would be beneficial to host certain 
types of activities, such as school holidays which saw an increase in participation from young 
veterans and their family members. Collaboration can also extend to partnering with local Defence 
bases to create inclusive activities with current serving members of the ADF.  

 

Designing the Future 
Based on the success of the Sport & Recreation Pilot in 2022, RSL NSW is excited to launch the 
statewide Sport & Recreation Program this year. To achieve this goal, members are invited to help 
define what the program will look like. Please take five minutes to follow this link or copy/paste 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5WF7KVL into your browser to complete an electronic survey to 
share your ideas and opinions to help shape the future of RSL-delivered sport and recreation for 
veterans and their families across New South Wales.  

For further inquiries, please reach out to the RSL NSW Sport & Recreation State Coordinator. 

 Contact  

Jennifer Reynolds 

E: jreynolds@rslnsw.org.au   
T: (02) 9139 4121 

Mail Address:  

RSL NSW, Suite 2, Level 11, 157 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2000  

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5WF7KVL
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5WF7KVL
mailto:jreynolds@rslnsw.org.au
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